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AN UP-AND-DOWN YEAR OF WEATHER EXTREMES 

2019 started unusually mild with minimal frost and negligible precipitation. The dry and warm weather 

continued in February, with over 100 more hours of sunshine than expected giving a spring-like feel. The 

advantageous conditions encouraged our vines to launch into an early April bud break. 

This kind of early start to the vegetative cycle can leave the young shoots vulnerable to spring frosts. We were 

left holding our collective breath through early May, until the threat of cold nights had finally passed. Our fears 

were not unfounded; while we emerged unscathed, many of our colleagues in other winegrowing regions were 

not so fortunate.  The next month was comparably cool and rainy, slowing the vegetative growth back to a 

normal rhythm. The best sites on the Brauneberg began flowering on roughly 12 June, while the vineyards on 

the edge of town followed one week later. These changeable conditions during flowering ultimately made an 

already reduced fruit set even smaller. 

And then summer arrived fast and furious. We endured record high temperatures at levels last seen in 2003, 

including 41 degrees at the end of July! A scarcity of water and excessive sunshine shaped the summer of 2019. 

Yet even under these extreme conditions, the mature vines in our Grand Cru vineyards flourished, digging deep 

into the vineyard soils to reach the water stored there. 

All signs pointed throughout summer toward an early harvest. And on 25 September we started bringing in 

golden yellow grapes — remarkably healthy, concentrated and fine quality. The rain we had been hoping for 

throughout the entire summer finally arrived during the second half of harvest. This less-than-ideal timing 

necessitated meticulous selection to cull the finest of the fruit. Our heartfelt thanks goes out in particular to 

our 40-member crew, who leaned in hard over the course of a challenging and successful 4-week harvest. 

Turning to the cellar, the young wines have finished fermenting and are currently resting on their fine lees. 

Barrel samples reveal a harvest of small quantities and exceptional quality, drawing on the best of both 2017 

and 2018: elegance, acidity and a slate spice with stunning complexity and clarion, concentrated fruit. 

 


